INTEGRATED
TURNKEY PROJECTS

FULL-CYCLE
GLOBAL ENERGY
SOLUTIONS

Integrated Turnkey Projects
Enerflex’s platform delivers a powerful and value-creating array of
natural gas infrastructure solutions. Our products and services form
a complementary lineup, each element of which strengthens or is
strengthened by other elements. The Company’s integrated turnkey
solution encompasses the initial concepts of your project to expert
engineering, design, and manufacturing, as well as installation and
commissioning, after-market service, operations and maintenance,
and beyond. Enerflex focuses on gas processing facilities,
compressor stations, gas pre-treatment for LNG plants, electric
power stations, and pipeline facilities.

INTEGRATED TURNKEY PROJECT
OFFERINGS
> Thoroughly engineered, well-built equipment
and facilities;
> Simplified supply chain;
> Civil, earthworks, and concrete;
> Piping and structural fabrication;
> Maintenance of the required equipment;
> Installation of static and rotating equipment
and all other associated modules;
> Electrical, instrumentation, controls,
and automation;
> Commissioning and full after-market services; and
> Operations and maintenance contracts.

By working with Enerflex you will receive thoroughly engineered,
well-built equipment and facilities, simplified supply chain processes,
reduced interface risks, fastest achievable timeline from concept
through commissioning, cost certainty, and the confidence that
the operating infrastructure will be kept at peak performance
throughout its entire life-cycle. That is Enerflex’s Full-Cycle
Commitment.

Our dedicated and
sophisticated global
enterprise with its extensive
product line, skilled workforce,
and capabilities provide the

Full-Cycle Global
Energy Solution.

The Company has significant global turnkey project
experience, including the in-house supply of major
compression, processing, and electric power
equipment. Enerflex mitigates your risks by meeting
HSE requirements at every stage of your project,
managing interface risks between disciplines,
suppliers, as well as sub-contractors, meeting
aggressive schedules and deadlines, dealing with
community and governmental relations, and achieving
installation standards required for your facility.
Enerflex’s promise is to be your single source innovative
solutions supplier. Meeting this commitment – not just
stating it – is enabled by Enerflex’s superb lineup of
global resources, all geared to fulfilling the Company’s
single source vision.
Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities,
continuously improving processes, extensive
expertise in engineering and trades, plus
on-the-ground, dedicated teams, and
infrastructure allow Enerflex to offer
the full turnkey solution.

ENERFLEX helps its
customers transform commodities
to extract the greatest value from
their hydrocarbon stream
accurately and safely.

info@enerflex.com
www.enerflex.com
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